
Is there a theme for the DAFA Incubation Programme Open Call?

For this year’s Incubation Programme, there will be no theme, however, we are looking at art 

works that make the most of the intersection between art and technology.  

What basic elements should be included in my proposal?

Basic Elements should include, artwork medium, a short writeup about the concept and also 

how DAFA can help realise this project.  

What language should be the proposal? 

The proposal should be in English. 

Can I make changes to my proposal after submitting it?

Kindly check before submitting the proposal that all requirements are met.  

How many applicants are selected?

For this years Incubation Programme, we are looking at 2-3 Applicants. 

What are the age requirements?

We are looking for artists under the age of 30, however this is not a strict requirement, and we 

welcome innovative and ground-breaking applications from Women of all ages.  

Can I send my submission by email?

In the event of technical difficulties, we welcome submission via email, be sure to include the 

relevant details with the Headline: DAFA22 – YWIncubation Programme - [Applicant’s Name]  

Can I submit video stills or installation shots with my submission?

Yes you may, however make sure to keep these files under 15MB. 

Can I enter as a duo or collective?

Yes, submissions as Duos or Collectives are allowed, if all individual members fit the submis-

sion criterias.  

Who will decide which works are selected?

We have selected a panel of Jurors stated in the pages above. 

When will I know if I have been selected?

Successful applicants will be notified via email. 

If my work is not selected, will I receive feedback about it?

Unfortunately, due to the mass number of applications we are anticipating, we will not be 

giving individual feedback about each application.  

Got a question not covered by this FAQ?

application@digitalartfair.io, with the heading: [YWIncubation Programme - ]  
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